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Measurements ofD and vF from Andreev reflections and McMillan-Rowell oscillations in edge
junctions of YBa2Cu3O6.6/YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6

O. Nesher and G. Koren
Department of Physics, Technion–Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel

~Received 25 March 1999!

We report measurements of dynamic resistance of high quality oxygen deficient SNS edge junctions with
YBa2Cu3O6.6 (Tc560 K) as the superconductor~S! and YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy as the barrier~N!. Below the gap
a series of peaks in the dynamic resistance is identified as due to multiple Andreev reflections in the barrier
(Vn52D/en), while above the gap, the peaks are attributed to McMillan-Rowell oscillations (DV
5hvF8 /4edN). Analysis of the subgap series in the 60 K YBa2Cu3O6.6 yields a gap valueDa2b of 16
61.5 meV, and a coupling constant 2D/kTc of 6.260.5. The McMillan-Rowell series yield the renormalized
Fermi velocity of quasiparticles in the barriervF85(1.560.1)3107 cm/sec.@S0163-1829~99!15233-0#
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Tunneling spectroscopy in NIS or SIS junctions is an i
portant tool in the study of the high-Tc superconductors. I
can yield the density of states of the superconductor,
symmetry of the order parameter, and other physical c
stants of the superconductor such as the gap energy an
Fermi velocity. A model of quasiparticles tunneling based
the Andreev reflection process was introduced by Blond
Tinkham, and Klapwijk~BTK!.1 This model has been ver
successful in explaining tunneling results in junctions w
low-Tc superconductors which have isotropics-wave
symmetry.2 More recently, this model was extended b
Tanaka and Kashiwaya to include anisotropicd-wave
superconductors.3,4 Experimental results of scanning tunne
ing microscopy~STM! and point contact spectroscopy we
found to be consistent with the predictions of this extend
model.5,6 However, additional important physical properti
can be obtained from the investigation of SNS junction. R
cently, we observed geometrical resonances in the dyna
conductance of this kind of junction, which were attribut
to Tomasch oscillations in one of the superconducting e
trodes~the S layer!.7 This indicates that the interfaces in o
edge junctions are sufficiently smooth to allow for the obs
vation of this kind of interference effect.

In the present study we continued to investigate the
namic resistance of our SNS edge junctions with barriers
different thickness and properties. This time, we focus
geometrical resonances in thebarrier of the junctions~the N
layer!. In these junctions the incoming and reflected qua
particles at each of the NS interfaces, or the bare S surf
are interfering and producing multiple Andreev reflectio
below the gap, or McMillan-Rowell and Tomasch oscill
tions above the gap.8–10 It should be noted here that gene
ally a junction shows either Tomasch oscillations, multip
Andreev reflections, or McMillan-Rowell oscillations, de
pending on its specific parameters such as the ba
strength and thickness. In the multiple Andreev scatter
process, an incoming electronlike quasiparticle is reflec
from one of the NS interfaces as a holelike quasiparticle w
an opposite momentum. The holelike quasiparticle can t
undergo Andreev reflection from the other SN interface as
electronlike quasiparticle, and so on. In every reflection p
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cess the quasiparticle gains an energyeV, whereV is the
voltage across the junction. Whenever the total ene
gained by the quasiparticle reaches twice the gap energyD,
it makes an interference process which leads to a peak in
dynamic resistance atVn52D/en, wheren is the number of
reflections that the quasiparticle has gone through.8,11 The
multiple Andreev phenomena, also called subharmonic
structures in the literature, was observed in the past in
dynamic resistance of low-Tc junctions with smooth
interfaces.12–15 Recently, similar series of peaks~with n51
and 2! have also been observed in high-Tc edge junctions
and attributed to a peculiar SNcNS structure.16 Quasiparti-
cles in the barrier with energies above the gap can also
reflected from the interfaces and produce interference effe
This yields series of peaks~or resonances! in the dynamic
resistance, which are known as McMillan-Rowe
oscillations.10,17 The period of these oscillations is equal
hvF8 /4edN , wherevF8 is the renormalized Fermi velocity in
the barrier, anddN is the thickness of the barrier. In th
present study we investigate geometrical resonances in
dynamic resistance as described above, in oxygen-defic
edge junctions with YBa2Cu3O6.6 (Tc560 K) electrodes.
We observed subharmonic gap structures due to Andr
scattering up ton55, and found the energy gapD and the
coupling constant 2D/kTc . Above the gap, we observed lin
ear series of peaks in the dynamic resistance up ton518
which were identified as McMillan-Rowell oscillations tha
also yieldvF8 in the barrier.

We prepared oxygen-deficient edge junctions w
YBa2Cu3O6.6 (Tc560 K) as the superconductor an
YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy as the barrier.7 This barrier in the well-
oxygenated phase has aTc

onset'10 K, while in its oxygen-
deficient phase it shows localization with resistivityr(4 K)
of about 10mV cm. A schematic diagram of the junction
shown in Fig. 1. The fabrication process is described in
tail elsewhere.7 Briefly, the base electrode and insulator la
ers were deposited by laser ablation deposition on a
310 mm2 wafer of ~100! SrTiO3. Then using a waterles
deep UV photholigraphy process, the edge was made by
ion milling at an angle ofa536°. After this, a second depo
sition run was carried out, in which a barrier, a cover ele
9287 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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trode, and gold contact layers were prepared. The sam
was then cooled down in oxygen flow ambient of 40 mT
to obtain the 60 K phase. Finally, the sample was patter
into ten junctions, each of 5mm width. The thicknesses o
the base, barrier, and cover layers were 70, 15, and 70
respectively. Our junctions have a full epitaxial structu
with good coupling along thea-b plane. We have alread
observed geometrical resonances in this kind of junctio7

and demonstrated our ability to control their geometry a
conductance properties.

The dynamic resistancedV/dI of the junctions at 4 K was
measured bydirect differentiation of theI -V curves using ac
current modulationdI and a lock-in amplifier for the detec
tion of dV. A typical result is shown in Fig. 2. One can eas
see that the junction has a weak link behavior of the S
type with resonant peaks superposed on it. We note tha
this figure the intensities of the odd number peaks are hig
than those of the even number peaks, and also that ther
steplike structures in this spectrum. These effects, howe
are coincidental since in other junctions they are absent.
the peaks nearV50 we could not obtain a systematic pi
ture, and possibly these peaks can be attributed to var
bound states. The inset to Fig. 2 shows that the voltage
uesVn of these peaks are proportional to 1/n, wheren is the
peak number andVn is half the distance between the plu
and minusnth peaks. We observed similar series of subh
monics peaks in seven out of ten junctions on the same w

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of an edge junction used in
present study.

FIG. 2. Dynamic resistancedV/dI at 4 K of an
YBa2Cu3O6.6/YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6 edge junction. In
the inset,Vn of the peaks at 4 K are plotted as a function of 1/n.
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and the results from all the seven junctions are shown in F
3. This figure shows thatVn is linear in 1/n as expected from
the simple theoretical expression for the subharmonic
structure:8

Vn5
2D

en
, ~1!

wheren is an integer. Fitting of the data in Fig. 3 to Eq.~1!
yields Da2b51661.5 meV and a coupling constan
2D/kTc of 6.260.5. Previously, gap values in the range
15–18 meV with a coupling constant of 6.1–7.0 were m
sured in SIS break junctions in single crystals
YBa2Cu3O6.6 (Tc'57–63 K).18,19Our results of the energy
gap value and the coupling constant measured from mult
Andreev reflections are therefore in full agreement with
values found in the SIS break junctions in the tunneling
gime. Our energy gap value is also consistent with the A
dreev gap measured by the point contact method in an
derdoped YBa2Cu3O6.6 film (Tc'66 K andD513 meV).20

It is, however, in complete disagreement with the tunnel
results of the same group in NIS junctions where a gap va
of 50 meV (Tc'60 K) was found.21

In some of our junctions with steeper edge slopea
550°) and voltages above the gap, we found series of pe
in the dynamic resistance that have a constant periodic
This is expected to occur if these peaks are due to ei
Tomasch oscillations at energies significantly higher than
gap or McMillan-Rowell oscillations. The voltages of th
peaks due to the Tomasch oscillations are given by22

eVn5A~2D!21S nhvFS8

2dS
D 2

, ~2!

whereD is the gap,vFS8 is the renormalized Fermi velocity in
the superconductor, anddS is the thickness of the supercon
ductor. The voltage spacing between the peaks of
McMillan-Rowel oscillations is10

DV5
hvFN8

4edN
, ~3!

wherevFN8 is the renormalized Fermi velocity in the barrie
anddN is the thickness of the normal barrier~see Fig. 1!. In
order to distinguish between the Tomasch and McMilla
Rowell oscillations, we had prepared two kind of junctio

e

FIG. 3. Vn of the dV/dI peaks at 4 K of seven junctions as a
function of 1/n.
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with different barrier thickness of 30 and 15 nm on tw
wafers. On each wafer we had ten junctions, and typ
dynamic resistance spectra of two representative edge j
tions one from each wafer are shown in the main panel
in inset ~a! of Fig. 4. Equations~2! and ~3! show different
scaling of the periodicity of oscillations with the thickness
dN anddS . The voltage spacingDV between the peaks in th
main panel is 5 mV (dN530 nm), which is about half tha
seen in inset~a! to Fig. 4, 10 mV (dN515 nm). From Eq.
~2! one can see thatAVn

22(2D/e)2}n, while from Eq.~3! it
follows that Vn}n. In inset ~b! to Fig. 4 we plot these two
dependences using our data ofVn from the main panel of this
figure andD516 meV which we had already found befor
One can see thatAVn

22(2D/e)2 is not linear inn as pre-
dicted by Eq.~2! and this result rules out the possibility th
the observed resonances are due to Tomasch oscillat
Clearly, Vn}n as can be seen from the straight line in ins
~b! to Fig. 4. Thus Eq.~3! describes our results best, an
therefore the observed resonances are due to McMil
Rowell oscillations in the barrier. The slope of the line

FIG. 4. Dynamic resistancedV/dI at 4 K of an
YBa2Cu3O6.6/YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6 edge junction,
with a barrier thicknessdN530 nm. In inset~a!, dN is 15 nm. In
inset ~b!, Vn ~squares! andAVn

22(2D/e)2 ~triangles! of the peaks
in the main panel are plotted as a function ofn.
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inset ~b! to Fig. 4 yieldsDV as in Eq.~3! from which the
renormalized Fermi velocity of the Fe-doped YBCO barr
can be calculated. Using these data and alsoVn versusn
from the data of inset~a! to Fig. 4 ~not shown!, we find that
vFN8 5(1.560.1)3107 cm/sec. Previously, we measured
similar edge junctions the renormalized Fermi velocity
YBa2Cu3O6.6 junctions from Tomasch oscillations, an
found vFS8 5(4.460.2)3107 cm/sec which is quite reason
able for the pure material.7 Thus, in our junctions, the ratior
between the Fermi velocities in S and N is about 3. In pr
ciple, r can be calculated for different values of the effecti
barrier strengthZe f f in the junctions from the relationZe f f

2

5Z21(12r )2/4r whereZ is the actual barrier strength.2 In
order to estimateZe f f we use our results in similar junction
with thicker barriers. In these junctions, tunneling behav
was observed in the dynamic conductance such as in
junctions. This conductance was found to be consistent w
the extended BTK model ford-wave superconductors,3,4 and
from preliminary fits to this model we found that the effe
tive barrier strengthZe f f is about 1 in these SIS junctions
For the SNS-type junctions in the present study~with thinner
barriers! we shall assumeZe f f'0.5. If we also take the ac
tual Z value as 0.1~close to zero!, we find thatr;2.6, which
is in reasonable agreement with the experimentally meas
value of about 3.

In summary, our results show clearly the different ser
of geometrical resonances, mainly because of the w
defined geometry and the smooth interfaces in our edge ju
tions. The dynamic resistance of our edge junctions show
SNS-type characteristics with sharp series of peaks su
posed on it. Below the gap, these resonant peaks were i
tified as subharmonic Andreev scattering, which yield a g
value of Da2b51661.5 meV and a coupling constan
2D/kTc of 6.260.5. Above the gap, we observed McMillan
Rowell oscillations which yield a renormalized Fermi velo
ity in the barrier of (1.560.1)3107 cm/sec.
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